IR / WHITE DUAL-OUTPUT LED FLASHLIGHT

250 LUMENS

1.5 HOURS

190 METERS
LENS

MULTIPLE
SPECTRUM

MULTIPLE
SETTINGS

PROTECTION

DESCRIPTION

The V1 Vampire is a combat-ready, dual-output handheld that
provides white-light and infrared illumination, for use with night
vision devices, with no IR filter required. Its innovative V-Series head
contains both a white and infrared LED, which are covered with a
Total Internal Reflection lens that focuses the LED’s output — from
either spectrum at any level — into a user-friendly beam with ample
reach and surround light. To switch between white-light, infrared, and
system-disable mode (to prevent accidental activation), simply twist
the self-locking bezel selector, knurled for a secure grip. Once the
light spectrum has been set, partially press or click the tailcap switch,
which is shrouded to prevent accidental activation, for either 250
lumens of tactical-level white light or 100 mW of non-visible (to the
naked eye) infrared illumination; return to off and press or click again
for a low-output, extended-runtime 5-lumen beam of white light or
a 5-mW IR beam. The V1’s ultra-compact body, which houses its
sophisticated electronics and the single 123A battery that powers the
light, is constructed of lightweight aerospace aluminum that’s MilSpec hard anodized and O-ring/gasket sealed for maximum durability
and weatherproofing. For sheer versatility, portability, and white-light
and infrared capability, the V1 Vampire is second to none.
FEATURES

V1-B VAMPIRE
OUTPUT (white light)
(infrared)
RUNTIME (white light)

SPECIFICATIONS

(infrared)

White: High: 250
IR:
High: 100

Low: 5 lumens
Low: 5 mW

White: High: 1.5 Low: 6 hours
IR:
High: 20.5 Low: 57 hours

PEAK BEAM INTENSITY

9,300 candela

DISTANCE

190 meters

CONSTRUCTION

Aluminum

FINISH

Hard Anodized (MIL-A-8625 Type III, Class 2)

WEIGHT (w/batteries)

3.1 oz (88 g)

LENGTH

4.18 in (10.6 cm)

BEZEL DIAMETER

1.06 in (2.7 cm)

BATTERIES

One 123A lithium (incl.)

SWITCHING

Click tailcap

¼

Virtually indestructible white-light and infrared LEDs regulated
to maximize output and runtime

¼

The V1-B has two output levels — high for maximum light, low
for extended runtime

¼

TIR lens shapes white or IR light into focused beam with ample
reach and surround light for close- to medium-range applications

¼

On-the-fly bezel switching between white-light, infrared, and
disable mode; no IR filter required

¼

Features a 100mW LED with a centroid wavelength of 850 nm

¼

Constructed of high-strength aerospace aluminum with Mil-Spec
anodizing; stainless steel pocket clip; coated, tempered window

¼

Weatherproof — O-ring and gasket sealed

¼

Powered by a single energy-dense 123A battery with 10-year
shelf life
PART# / UPC

All performance claims tested to ANSI/NEMA FL1-2019 Standard.

V1-B-BK

084871325356
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PACKAGING SPECS

FEATURED ACCESSORIES

BATTERY TYPE

VOLTAGE

CAPACITY

ENERGY

123A*

3V

1,550 mAh

4.65 Wh 17 g

WEIGHT

LITHIUM CONTENT

0.465 g

*Specifications per battery

H

D

W

TYPE

Blister Card - Kraft Stock

HEIGHT

2.625 in (6.6 cm)

WIDTH

5.75 in (14.6 cm)

DEPTH

4 in (10.6 cm)

123A LITHIUM BATTERIES
Available in 2, 6, 12-packs and bulk options

SC1 SPARE BATTERY CARRIER
Other appropriate models also available

BODY SPECS
4.18 in

1.06 in
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